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“Salvation Comes from America”:
The United States in the
Allgemeine Zeitung des Judenthums
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The "MMHFNFJOF;FJUVOHEFT+VEFOUIVNT, subtitled “a non-partisan organ for
all Jewish interests,” was the longest continuously published Jewish newspaper
in Germany. Established in 1837, it continued under its own name until 1922,
when it merged with the $7;FJUVOH, the oﬃcial publication of the Central
Association of German Jews that the Nazis closed down in November 1938.1
After appearing three times a week for the ﬁrst two years, it became a weekly
in 1839. One of only three German-Jewish papers out of fourteen to survive
the revolution of 1848–1849, its contents addressed a vast array of topics and
problems.2 The purpose of this essay is to focus on one speciﬁc theme that
appeared repeatedly: the image of America as it was drawn on the pages of the
"MMHFNFJOF;FJUVOHEFT+VEFOUIVNT(hereafter "MMHFNFJOF) until 1922. It argues
that America fulﬁlled a twofold exemplary function for the paper’s editors and
the readership they addressed: It served as a model for an ideal (or nearly ideal)
civil society, highlighting what was wrong with Germany politically and socially,
and it showed German Jews what emancipated Jews could and should be by
portraying American Jewry’s successes and failures.

German Jews and the Allgemeine Zeitung des Judenthums
Though the "MMHFNFJOF, “German Jewry’s most important newspaper,”3 is
one of the most frequently cited sources of nineteenth-century German Jewry,
its portrayal of the United States has been largely neglected. With the exception of an essay by Steven M. Lowenstein,4 overviews of the German-Jewish
press in general and studies of the "MMHFNFJOFin particular usually focus on
the development of Reform Judaism and the struggle for emancipation, which
comprised the "MMHFNFJOF’s foremost concerns. In her article “The Jewish Press
in Germany,” Margaret T. Edelheim-Muehsam asserts that “[t]he paper’s
true objective… was to complete the emancipation of the Jews by adding
religious emancipation to their political emancipation.”5 Michael A. Meyer,
who acknowledges the paper’s importance for international Jewish solidarity,
also gives primacy to its religious function: “For Jewish history in general the
"MMHFNFJOF;FJUVOHpossesses major signiﬁcance as a force for sustaining the
sense of a worldwide Jewish peoplehood despite assimilatory pressures. For the
Reform movement it was of even greater importance.”6 Yet by looking across the
Atlantic, the "MMHFNFJOFprovided German Jews with an implicit and sometimes
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explicit point of reference on which their relative progress could be measured.
The cliché of the allegedly increasingly optimistic mood of urbanizing, educated,
and economically stable nineteenth-century German Jews (rural Jewry diﬀers
somewhat from that proﬁle7) that cooled only slightly and temporarily around
the 1880s8 developed within a &VSPQFBO context. This included notoriously
antisemitic eastern European nations, such as Romania, and was informed
by episodes of hostility against Jews even in more progressive countries, such
as France and Italy. Broadened to include the United States, it might become
necessary to rethink our knowledge of the German-Jewish worldview. George
Mosse, furthermore, emphasizes the period of emancipation as a decisive factor in the formation of a collective German-Jewish consciousness: “Jews were
emancipated during the ﬁrst decade of the nineteenth century in the autumn
of the German Enlightenment. This gave them their optimism, a certain faith
in themselves and in humanity,”9 a faith that, according to some historians,
proved fatal in the 1930s.10 Conceding at best an inner conﬂict that is supposed
to have engendered German Jewry’s amazing creativity,11 the cliché relies on
many Jews’ overt expressions of enthusiasm for German culture and progress
vis-à-vis their own recent past and present eastern European gloom. However,
eﬀusive professions of patriotism and glowing admiration for German “poets
and thinkers” are put into perspective when we pay attention to the more somber
tone in which German Jews evaluated their own situation in comparison to that
of their American coreligionists. The "MMHFNFJOFis a case in point: Its attitude
toward the United States remained strikingly stable, revealing only slight variations in times of relative stability with regard to Jewish-gentile relations within
Germany. Though other German-Jewish publications shared its stance, the
paper’s longevity and prominence make it more pertinent to an evaluation of
German Jewry’s attitudes than examples taken from sources unable to sustain
themselves, or those representing particular causes or regions.12 Due to space
limitations, this article can merely encourage, rather than provide, an elaborate
comparison with the image of America in equally prominent Jewish newspapers
of other countries, such as France or England.
The founder of the "MMHFNFJOF, Rabbi Ludwig Philippson, remained its
editor until 1889. Born in Dessau in 1811, Philippson received his doctorate
at the University of Berlin at the age of twenty-two. In 1862, he was forced by
failing eyesight to give up the Magdeburg pulpit he had occupied for twentyeight years. He then moved to Bonn and continued publishing and writing
historical novels and religious, historical, and dramatic works, in addition to
editing the "MMHFNFJOF.13 Until the uniﬁcation of the German states in 1871,
the paper concentrated on Jewish emancipation and reforms within Judaism;
the ﬁght against an increasingly virulent antisemitism became its main concern
after the establishment of the second Reich in 1871. The Heine scholar, Gustav
Karpeles,14 editor from 1890 to 1909, started to devote more attention to eastern
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European Jews, while Ludwig Geiger, a historian and son of the famous Reform
rabbi Abraham Geiger, agitated against Orthodoxy and Zionism during his
editorship, from 1909 to 1919.15 The paper, which had been located in Leipzig
from the time of its founding, moved to Berlin at the turn of the century, where
it was published by the inﬂuential house of Rudolf Mosse, historian George L.
Mosse’s grandfather.16

Historical Background
The "MMHFNFJOFwas founded at a crucial time for German and GermanJewish history. In the oppressive climate that followed the Congress of Vienna
until the revolutionary 1840s, many Germans turned inward and backward
in their search for a German essence. The nationalist thrust of German
Romanticism rejected the universalism of the Enlightenment (which was
associated with the hated French enemy) for the sake of an idealized image of
the German past, especially the Middle Ages.17 Though German Jews, who had
been emancipated by Napoleon or autocrats afraid of him, had acted against
their interest by participating in the Wars of Liberation, they now enjoyed
little sympathy. The German states, including Prussia, completely or partially
rescinded Jewish emancipation where the concept of a “Christian state” rapidly
gained currency.18 With the exception of the often reluctant liberals, German
intellectuals denied Jews access to their social and political circles.19 Students
who had burned rabbinical writings at the 8BSUCVSHGFTUin 1817 excluded Jews
from most of their associations.20 Though the most infamous postwar outbreak
of violence against Jews, the Hep-Hep riots of 1819, was not followed by equally
dramatic episodes, a pessimistic mood persisted among many Jews, especially
those who strove for academic careers or employment as civil servants, options
closed to them unless they converted to Christianity.21 Mass emigration of Jews
and gentiles from the German states to America, and, to a lesser extent, to other
countries, had begun, though not yet reached its zenith.

A Public Sphere
From its inception, the "MMHFNFJOFaddressed questions pertaining to all
Jewish interests, encompassing religion as much as politics, literature, and
history.22 Covering events within and outside of Germany, it deplored acts of
persecution and discrimination against Jews yet never forgot to pay special
attention to cultural issues.23 In its statement of principles, the "MMHFNFJOF
refuted the criticism of those who regarded a Jewish newspaper in Germany as
an unnecessary and untimely assertion of distinctiveness; it asserted that Jews
would always retain their particularity in religious matters and, as long as they
were not completely accepted by and integrated into their surrounding society,
even remain a distinct national group. Philippson stressed the importance of
a public voice:
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Each individual has to be represented. In modern times, when the life of
civilized mankind does not take place within locked rooms, of which one
does not know what is happening in the other, but life has become a great,
open marketplace, where actions and ideas are being exchanged and living
conditions face each other openly, he who retreats into a dark corner to lead
a dismal, solitary existence, is soon forgotten.24

As becomes clear in Philippson’s insistence on the need to present one’s ideas
to a larger public open, as he hoped, to Jews as much as anyone else, he was
aware of the existence of what Jürgen Habermas would call the “public sphere,”
a forum of debate ideally open to all who followed certain rules of discourse,
the “public use of reason.”25 Jewish intellectuals, rejected by their gentile peers,
tried to join this discourse by studying the Jewish past with modern scientiﬁc
methods. The founders of the 7FSFJO GàS $VMUVS VOE 8JTTFOTDIBGU EFS +VEFO
(Society for Jewish Culture and Knowledge), established in 1819, desired to
claim a history for the Jewish people as much as to gain legitimacy for Jewish
researchers.26 Though perhaps not as prestigious as historians, journalists served
an important function in the German intellectual landscape: “Newspapers,
periodicals, and pamphlets were the cultural nourishment through which
‘Germans could become Germans’ and public opinion could make itself felt
within the state.”27 For Philippson, the public sphere included both Germany
and the larger Jewish world; from the ﬁrst issue on, he devoted considerable
space to the fortunes of Jews in all parts of the Diaspora, though discussions
of European and especially German events received more attention and deeper
analysis. Yet by dealing with international Jewish news items BOEwith events
in Germany that transcended local interests, the paper showed its championship of German national unity while contributing to the creation of a modern,
transnational Jewish public.28
The signiﬁcance of a Jewish public voice gained special urgency with the
Damascus Aﬀair of 1840, which, though neither the ﬁrst nor the last blood
libel of the nineteenth century, galvanized European and American Jewry like
few scandals before the abduction of Edgardo Mortara (discussed later in this
essay).29 Jewish papers, including the "MMHFNFJOF, contributed to the outcry over
the atrocities;30 even though both aﬀairs demonstrated the limited power of
public outrage and of prominent Jewish intercessors, they led to the formation
of national Jewish defense association in France and the United States.
The "MMHFNFJOFwas quick to realize the rapidly growing importance of the
press for German-Jewish life at a time when German newspapers were “expensive
and their circulation remained limited.”31 Modern newspaper publishing came
into existence in the United States and England in the 1820s and 1830s mostly
because of two factors: private advertising that rendered publishers relatively
independent of one main sponsor and technical innovations that made mass
circulation possible and proﬁtable.32 Ethnic or religious publications often
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lacked a prosperous or broad readership, even without taking into account the
speciﬁc problems of the foreign-language press.33 The "MMHFNFJOF’s stability and
style of reporting made it a model for the emerging American Jewish press that
struggled with many of the problems other American minority papers faced.34
The earliest Jewish publications tended to be mere reactions against anti-Jewish
attacks and Christian conversionary eﬀorts. Yet, unlike, for instance, the ﬁrst
American Jewish paper, Solomon Henry Jackson’s ǲF+FX, the "MMHFNFJOF transcended a defensive purpose. Its closest counterpart in scope and objective was
Isaac Mayer Wise’s ǲF*TSBFMJUF,35 founded in 1854 and renamed ǲF"NFSJDBO
*TSBFMJUF in 1874. This paper combined a championship of moderate Reform and
acculturation into the American milieu with admiration for German culture
and #JMEVOH (self-cultivation).

Emancipation, Reform and Antisemitism
The aims of Wise and Philippson did not diﬀer as much as the environments
surrounding them: Both men strove for Jewish unity along progressive lines,
together with a commitment to their respective host countries. Whereas emancipation, along with basic civil liberties and rights for the general population,
lagged behind egregiously in most of Europe, the United States had accepted
Jews as the equals of Christians from the start and, with the exception of some
unfortunate incidents and state laws,36 had granted them the freedom it bestowed
so abundantly upon its fortunate citizens. Throughout the nineteenth century,
emigration provided the promise of economic improvement and an always
available “substitute for emancipation.”37 This basic equality, anchored in the
American Constitution, was something Wise and other politically conscious
Jews saw themselves obligated to defend; in the German states, equal rights
ﬁrst had to be achieved.
If a separate religious identity remained a tenet of Reform Judaism until
well into the twentieth century, the claim to Jewish national identity underwent
a radical transformation in the long and tortuous path leading to Jewish emancipation. In fact, Jewish peoplehood was antithetical to Jewish emancipation in
European countries that claimed to be tolerant of individual Jews and individual
forms of Judaism but opposed to the Jews “as a nation,” or as “a state within
the state” (a slogan infamously popularized by Johann Gottlieb Fichte).38 Jews
eager to enter European culture without conversion to Christianity were willing
to adopt that view. Reform Judaism integrated a denationalized conception of
modern Jewish identity into its civil and religious program, renouncing hopes
of a return to Zion and embracing as their homelands the countries granting
them citizenship. This held true for reformers in Germany as well as in America,
where the "MMHFNFJOFwas read and scrutinized by German-speaking Jews. In
fact, many German-Jewish Americans had been readers of the "MMHFNFJOFbefore
their emigration,39 and in its coverage of American events, the paper relied on
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news items it reprinted from the American Jewish press—for example, Isaac
Leeser’s ǲF 0DDJEFOU and "NFSJDBO +FXJTI "EWPDBUF  as well as the already
mentioned "NFSJDBO*TSBFMJUF.40
The image of America that the "MMHFNFJOFadvanced diﬀered little from the
one drawn by liberal German gentiles, for whom the American Constitution
and Declaration of Independence were standard texts41 (unless they identiﬁed Jews with capitalism, capitalism with America, and hence America with
Jews, or claimed that the United States was controlled by Jews42), and who
praised American individualism.43 After the Civil War removed its one grievous ﬂaw—slavery—the United States was held up as an ideal democratic and
egalitarian state, the paradigmatic land of freedom based on a model constitution. Philippson added a Jewish aspect to the emancipation of the slaves by
celebrating it (as well as the emancipation of the Russian serfs) as a victory of
the “Mosaic principle” over gentile “unfreedom.”44 But unlike German gentiles,
Jews paid keen attention to signs and manifestations of antisemitism in the
United States. Though the "MMHFNFJOFpraised America as a model to emulate
and as an attractive destination for immigrants, it did not deny the existence of
antisemitism in the Land of the Free. For example, the "MMHFNFJOFreported in
several articles how the American government abandoned its Jewish citizens for
the sake of commerce. U.S. politicians, including President James Buchanan,
were harshly criticized for their initial reluctance to put appropriate pressure
on the Swiss government or to cancel the 1840 trade treaty with Switzerland as
long as Switzerland discriminated against American Jews. Yet the very bitterness of these articles reveals just how high the standards of justice were for the
United States and how anomalous it was in the eyes of German Jewish journalists to encounter signs or even tolerance of American antisemitism. However,
the diﬀerences between American antisemitism and European—especially
German—antisemitism were crucial. These included diﬀerences in origin,
intensity, and frequency.
Thus, U.S. antisemitism was deemed to be of foreign provenance, brought
over from the Old World to America’s enlightened shores by “European intruders,”45 by Irish immigrant “scum,”46 ultramontane Catholics,47 or German
radicals. Though the latter objected to a constitutional amendment declaring
America a Christian state, they did so, as one Jewish observer remarked,
not out of love for the Jews—God forbid, owing as we do, all our
SJTIVT(antisemitism) in America to those heroes of liberty—the American,
originally, does not know anything about SJTIVT—not our of love for the
Jews, but because, if Christ were to be included in the constitution, God
would have to be granted a place there as well, but Him, they despise almost
as much as us poor Jews.48
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The failure of anti-Jewish strategies so habitually employed by Germans49
could be witnessed in an election to the state legislature of Louisiana, when a
German-born candidate agitated against his Jewish competitor. Out of fear of
being suspected of “ridiculous prejudices,” the "MMHFNFJOF reported, the city’s
voters almost unanimously elected the Jew.50

Jewish Life in America
The image of America portrayed in the "MMHFNFJOFchanged over time and
in tandem with changing perceptions of Germany, though the overall tenor of
coverage retained its positive, often enthusiastic character. In the ﬁrst years of
the paper’s publication, the United States appeared as a remote, even exotic place.
One of the earliest articles on North America pondered the question whether
Native Americans descended from one of the lost tribes of Israel, a topic of
interest for many Europeans at the time, and even furnished samples from the
Hebrew and “Indian” languages to show their alleged linguistic similarities.51
Soon, as a result of increasing immigration and the accumulation of information
about the United States,52 more serious articles took the place of such adventurous theories. In March 1844, a correspondent of the "MMHFNFJOFcautiously
suggested, “There will come a time when North America will have won great
importance for Jewry.”53 Articles and reports on the United States, few and far
between in the early issues, became a regular feature toward the mid-1840s
and diversiﬁed according to regions and cities. Coverage of religious developments, especially the success of Reform Judaism, intracommunal aﬀairs, and
the establishment of new congregations and synagogues took precedence over
general American news, but the majority of those reports emphasized that the
well-being—even the diﬃculties, religious laxity, and internecine ﬁghting—of
American Jews was attributable to the unheard-of freedom U.S. citizens enjoyed.
Religious freedom was a right even the most underprivileged shared with the rest
of the population, and Jews demonstrated their advocacy of the disadvantaged
by welcoming a black man into at least one of their communities as early as
1857.54 True, America did not give birth to rabbis of European caliber, but this
was a result of the freedom of its congregations to hire whomever they saw ﬁt,
even a “rabbi” who devoted his time to preaching, acting in a local theater, and
working as a ﬁreﬁghter.55 If a congregation in California lacked discipline and,
however hard to believe, a proper set of written synagogue regulations, then
perhaps this was so because California Jews were simply too busy being judges,
county treasurers, and aldermen.56 Early on, the "MMHFNFJOFpresented an image
of the United States as a society similar to that of Europe but turned upside
down: The masses, powerless in Europe, were powerful voters in America; people
were devoutly religious in the face of greatly diminished ecclesiastic authority;
Christians valued Jews; and Jews, now perfectly free to pursue their religious
duties, started to neglect them.57
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Although some scholars have asserted that German Jews’ interest in America
ebbed and ﬂowed—for example, Steven Lowenstein wrote that “[i]n times of
trouble for German Jews, [interest in America] suddenly ﬂourished; in times
when they were satisﬁed with conditions in their own country, it decreased,”58 —
the "MMHFNFJOF provided its readers with news from the United States even during
times of relative quiet in Germany. Since American conditions were not only
used to criticize German politics and society but also served as a test case for the
eﬀect of complete emancipation on Jews, the paper’s interest in America cannot
be attributed to dissatisfaction with Germany alone. Articles on the fortunes
of emancipated American Jewry remained a regular feature of the "MMHFNFJOF
in “good” and “bad” times; interest in the United States, then, had as much
to do with German Jews’ satisfaction with Germany as with their satisfaction
with themselves. As a nation in which Jews could ﬂourish and prove their worth
thanks to the absence of barriers, America served as an example for the state of
aﬀairs Jews could achieve, if only Germany were to rid its Jews of their fetters.
Economic advancement was a natural result of occupational freedom, and
rather than squander it on conspicuous luxuries, newly prosperous American
Jews spent their money on charity and magniﬁcent synagogues.59 Instead of
directing its view oversees only in times of crisis or as a sole consequence of
legally cemented inequality, the "MMHFNFJOFalso paid attention to the United
States in the comparatively quiet period of the early 1870s, right after German
Jews were ﬁnally granted full equality.60
Yet, considering the fluctuating degrees of freedom and equality in
Germany, coverage of the stability of American institutions and of the wellbeing of American Jews continued to have a dual character. In 1872, the paper
reprinted an article from a German-American newspaper that bemoaned the
abandonment of the German language on the part of American Jews but
remarked that “it could of course not be held against the German Israelites of
this country if they renounced the language and national habits of a people in
whose midst they experienced oppression and aﬀronts of all kinds VQUPUIFNPTU
SFDFOUUJNFT.”61 Whether this article was meant to criticize American Jews for
giving up on their precious German heritage so quickly, or Christian Germans
for NBLJOH Jews do so, remains open to interpretation. Whatever the case, rather
than only appearing “[i]n times of trouble for German Jews,” articles on the
United States remained frequent during those years.62 Presenting America to
German-Jewish readers had a twofold function—criticizing both Germany and
German Jews—and it is that which accounts for the "MMHFNFJOF’s unﬂagging
interest in America, even in periods commonly seen as uneventful.

Jewish Patriotism
The military and diplomatic achievements of American Jews gave testimony to Jewish courage and political skills. These virtues were beneﬁcial to
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their adopted country, but were put into question in Germany, despite Jewish
participation in every armed conﬂict between Germany and other nations since
the Wars of Liberation.63 Inspired by a patriotism that distinguished Jews in
every country that gave them an opportunity to show it, they served the United
States in times of peace and war. Throughout the Civil War, the "MMHFNFJOF
published the number and names of Jewish volunteers, listed Jewish casualties,
and gloried in the courage of Jewish oﬃcers. Such displays of loyalty did not go
unrewarded. In fact, whenever Jews were elected to public oﬃce or appointed
to government posts, the "MMHFNFJOFrejoiced. One correspondent believed to
see the “ﬁnger of God” in the appointment of Judah Benjamin as ambassador
to the Spanish court:
In 1492, Spain expelled all Jews from their country and sent out the great
navigator [Columbus] just a day later, to discover an asylum for the persecuted
and oppressed of all nations, religions, and peoples, and in 1858 … the United
States are sending out a Jew as their representative to the Spanish government!
O! The old God of Israel is still alive!64

Punishing Spain with a Jewish delegate was not the only example in which
America righted a historical wrong. A similar case occurred in 1871, the year in
which President Grant appointed the young Jewish lawyer, Benjamin Franklin
Peixotto, consul to Romania, a country priding itself of its ﬂagrantly anti-Jewish
policies.65 “America has helped the Jews in Switzerland to claim the justice due
them; maybe, so it will in Romania.” Success did not depend on American
Jewish money and pressure but on “the voice of 40 million free human beings,”
the combined power of the American people, faithfully represented by their
government.66 By virtue of its political power and uprightness, America took
action (if not revenge) on behalf of the Jews. Moreover, in stark contrast to
German courts, which could not care less about the religious sensibilities of
Jews, U.S. law respected the Jewish faith. This was evident, for instance, in the
sensitivity of an American judge who decided that all religious objects in a Jew’s
possession had to remain untouched when his property was conﬁscated, since
freedom of religion demanded it.67
Nothing was more quintessentially American than religious freedom. In
1842, it was reported that a New York City oﬃcial, upon learning of a Jewish
man about to marry a Christian woman, recommended that the Jew convert
to Christianity for the sake of the couple’s future children. When told that this
suggestion was un-American, the oﬃcial apologized and then recommended
the bride’s conversion to Judaism.68 Whereas intolerance was a characteristically
European reaction to crisis, the "MMHFNFJOFinformed its readers that America
was quite diﬀerent in that regard as well: After Lincoln’s assassination, a correspondent assured German Jews of his conviction that religious liberty had
emerged stronger than ever from the chaos of the war.69
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Jews, in turn, owed special allegiance and love to their new homeland, a love
that often and legitimately expressed itself in the ﬁght to improve it with public
protest and, if need be, lawsuits. In this, they foreshadowed the legal struggles
led in Germany by the $FOUSBM7FSFJO.70 Though criticism of the government
was one of the hailed American rights, the "MMHFNFJOFfrowned upon its “overly
zealous” use. Protests like that of “a certain Rev. Isidor Kalisch” sparked by a
“harmless” comment of President Buchanan, which prompted the President to
apologize, could be used by the German press once again to suspect American
Jews of exerting too much power.71 Whether a subliminal message of pride
could be gleaned from the complaint about Kalisch’s presumptuousness was
left to the reader’s ability to read between the lines. Nevertheless, despite Jewish
citizens’ duty toward America, patriotism had to be exercised within an ethical
framework. Southern Jews loyal to the secessionist states were condemned in
no uncertain terms;72 with obvious contempt, the "MMHFNFJOFinformed German
Jews of a New York rabbi, Morris Raphall, who in a sermon had justiﬁed slavery
on biblical grounds.73 While the paper declared, in bold type, that “every Jew
who lifts his hand against the Union is, as a Jew, to be considered a patricide,”74
it did not lose its compassion for human weakness, describing the execution
of a Jewish deserter with marked sympathy: “With the 4IFNBon his lips, he
breathed his last breath.”75 In the ﬁnal analysis, the majority of American Jews
had proved to be defenders of the best the United States embodied.

The American Example
Yet, as mentioned previously, portrayals of America in the "MMHFNFJOF
served a second function, quite diﬀerent from merely being a foil to showcase
the exemplary virtues (and sometimes frailties) of emancipated Jews. Jewish
critics in the pre-imperial era, like gentile malcontents, viewed America as a
perpetual point of reference and contrast with German social and political ills.
The Prussian and Saxonian governments were so anxious “to prove that America
was not a utopia of freedom and tolerance” that they even posted placards in the
streets reporting the number of Germans allegedly killed in the United States.76
In the eyes of the "MMHFNFJOF  Germans were oppressed by petty autocrats,
while Americans ruled themselves wisely and in accordance with the ideas of
the country’s founders; Germany was fragmented, while America was uniﬁed;
and religion kept its medieval grip on German lands, while it was shown its
proper—that is, private—place in the secular United States. Yet, when Germans
turned to aggressive nationalism and grew increasingly critical of, even hostile
to, America,77 the latter maintained its positive image for most German Jews.
Disappointed by the upsurge of political and “scientiﬁc” antisemitism in the
newly uniﬁed German Empire, American tolerance stood as a silent accusation
against Germany. It had come as no surprise in 1858 that a liberal German
paper, the "VHTCVSHFS"MMHFNFJOF;FJUVOH, reported the appointment of Judah
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Benjamin to a prestigious position while forgetting to mention “that he is a Jew
and that his name is Judah,”78 only to “correct” the mistake by claiming shortly
thereafter that his appointment demonstrated that America was ruled by Jews.79
However, the persistence and increase of antisemitism after the oﬃcial emancipation of German Jewry caused much pain and consternation. Whether out of
conviction or necessity, Jews eager to ﬁnd acceptance in Imperial Germany had
to adopt and conform to the current nationalist jargon to prove once again their
German identity.80 Heinrich von Treitschke, one of Germany’s most famous
historians and antisemites, publicly attacked the Jewish historian Heinrich
Graetz as anti-German for writing the eleventh volume of his (FTDIJDIUFEFS
+VEFO ()JTUPSZPGUIF+FXT) from a Jewish nationalist perspective, calling him an
“unadulterated Oriental.”81 However, complete devotion to Germany proved to
be of little use; Philippson’s own son, Martin, an author of patriotic works about
Germany, volunteered for the war against France in 1870, only to be denied a
professorship on account of his Jewishness afterwards.82 In the "MMHFNFJOF, overt
apologetics and assertions of the Jews’ right to be diﬀerent (on the condition
that they remain dedicated Germans at the same time) were supplemented by
perhaps even more alarming calls to calm down: A front page article of 1875,
titled “The Flood,” assured its readers repeatedly that the ﬂood of antisemitic
incitement in the German press would surely fail to rescind emancipation or
to provoke outbreaks of violence against Jews.83
In contrast to Germany, gentile America did not pose a threat to its Jewish
citizens. Still, after the Civil War, the "MMHFNFJOFidentiﬁed two increasing dangers for American Jewry: religious apathy and Catholicism. The ﬁrst, religious
apathy among Jews (outweighed though it was by their extraordinary charity),
turned out to be premature. Relieved, the "MMHFNFJOFreported in 1892 that
“the great worries” of ﬁfty years before “were, as the facts show, thank God
unjustiﬁed … [and that] the organization of Judaism [in America] outdoes that
in Europe in many respects.”84 In 1914, German rabbis were even encouraged
to emulate their American colleagues’ style of publication.85 The second danger, Catholicism, was the more insidious since “the American people, hardly
knowledgeable of history, does not know this enemy, nor realize the extent of
the impending menace.”86 The "MMHFNFJOF’s attitude toward Catholicism clearly
demonstrates the extent to which the contrast between American dream and
German reality inﬂuenced the image of America unfolding before the eyes
of Jewish readers: German Catholics, who had founded their own political
party in 1870 (the %FVUTDIF;FOUSVNTQBSUFJ) and received almost 28 percent of
the vote in the Reichstag election of 1874,87 drafted an agenda that “declares
religious freedom a principle of the devil, equality a principle of state worthy
of damnation, thus taking away everything the Jews have achieved in state and
society in a century.”88 The concern that the ;FOUSVN would destroy the achievements of a century may have been exaggerated; however, it bespoke the sense
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of discomfort, even threat, that many Jews felt at the time. By the mid-1870s,
German Jews formed a part of the middle and upper middle class in terms of
their economic and educational standing, a status that was not matched by the
social and political recognition or other privileges that many of their gentile
contemporaries enjoyed.89 Numerically and ideologically incapable of forming
their own party,90 German Jews feared the very infringement of religion on
politics from which American Jews were protected. Moreover, in America,
Catholicism was seen as an external foe, threatening to ruin the purity of the
American people and institutions from its seat in Rome rather than having
sprung up as an indigenous phenomenon. While the antisemitic atmosphere
of the Civil War and postbellum years, acknowledged by the paper’s editorship,
was little more than a ﬂeeting, spontaneous outbreak of irrationality triggered by
the upheavals of the conﬂict, the Catholic peril was seen as the concerted eﬀort
of a well-organized institution trying to circumvent the separation of church
and state. The distrust that many European and American Jews felt toward
the Catholic Church matched that of the American mainstream.91 American
anti-Catholic activists had already vigorously supported and found common
ground with Jewish protesters in the Mortara aﬀair, during which a six-year
old Jewish boy had been abducted by the Inquisition from his home in Bologna
in 1856, after a Christian maid claimed to have secretly baptized him;92 yet
anti-Catholic articles in the "MMHFNFJOF—which was, after all, readily accessible
to Germans—risked incurring the enmity of gentiles within Germany. The
"MMHFNFJOFprinted them nevertheless. Perhaps its editors felt secure enough to
do so because of Prussia’s hostility toward the Catholic Church and its political
allies (which begs the question why the "MMHFNFJOFengaged in open warfare with
the Protestant Prussian ,SFV[[FJUVOH 93), despite the fact that many Jews resided
in Catholic regions of Germany. On the other hand, perhaps they estimated the
situation to be so bad that a potential provocation would not make much of a
diﬀerence. The inﬂuence of the antisemitic court chaplain Adolf Stoecker and
his ilk were not the only reason for concern.94 Whereas the ,VMUVSLBNQG(the
culture struggle between the German government and the Catholic Church in
Germany), though clearly a symptom of an intolerant political atmosphere, may
still have been judged expedient by some Jews,95 the oppression of socialists that
followed was another warning signal. German liberals split, some moving to
the right and cooperating with the conservatives in their support of Bismarck’s
authoritarian policies, leaving Jews with fewer and fewer allies.96 In 1892, the
German Conservative Party drafted the “Tivoli Program,” which declared
Jews, along with socialists and capitalists, “unpatriotic elements,” showing that
antisemitism had become TBMPOGÊIJH—respectable, beyond the orbit of radical
fringe parties.97 An "MMHFNFJOFarticle dealing with the Tivoli Program as part
of the “antisemitic wave” conceded, rather helplessly, that there were no general
rules of what to do “now that antisemitic agitation is being brought anew into
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the provinces.”98 An American rabbi writing to the paper in 1893 explicitly stated
that Germany’s antisemitism was one of the reasons why American Jews were
giving up the German language.99 For the "MMHFNFJOF, it was as important as ever
to save America, the “asylum for the persecuted and oppressed of all nations,
religions, and peoples.” For German Jews, America remained—even if only in
their imaginations—the “virginal land of freedom, that does not know of the
many restrictions still burdening the old, historic Europe.”100 America was a
haven for the Jews ﬂeeing disease that plagued not only Germany, but most of
the Old World. After all, in the wake of the formation of the "OUJTFNJUFO-JHB
in Germany,101 the pogroms in Russia, and the crude oppression in Romania,
where else did the exiled fare as in America, where Judaism “has no past, but
it does have a future”?102

A New Century
When the nineteenth century drew to a close, the "MMHFNFJOF had to confront
two new realities: the exodus of eastern European Jews to the West, and the
simultaneous American nervousness about mass-immigration of southern and
eastern Europeans that eventually resulted in restrictive laws.103 The "MMHFNFJOF
brimmed with articles on the Russian problem but diﬀerentiated strictly between
its own, the German Jews, and their eastern coreligionists.104 The editors’ attitude inﬂuenced coverage of American immigration policy as well. In 1906, the
"MMHFNFJOFshowed itself rather unconcerned with the impending immigration
restriction, since “for the time being, immigration is still a necessity, especially
for the South” and immigration was still possible via Canada and Mexico.
Moreover, the immediate consequences of restrictionism for German Jews were
negligible: “[T]here are very few illiterates among our emigrants, and secondly,
the German immigration to America is constantly declining.”105 American
immigration restriction hurt German Jews only indirectly, through the greater
number of Orthodox, Zionist, and “nihilist” Russians who would be forced to
remain in Germany and thereby “cause” antisemitism.106
After the turn of the century, articles on the United States grew, on the
whole, fewer and less prominent in presentation, probably in response to the
waning emigration of German Jews; yet whenever the "MMHFNFJOFdid report
on the United States, its view of American society seemed to have changed
little. It thus showed once again the high degree of constancy over time in its
presentation of the United States. In 1907, though now in a short and superﬁcial
note on the last page, the paper reported that Americans had demonstrated
their progressive character once again, citing both a New York court decision to prohibit hotel managers from excluding guests on the basis of race or
religion, and the championship by the American government of the right of
voluntary expatriation of Russian subjects, i.e., Jews.107 Even during World War
I, the image of America was drawn in relatively bright colors. At a time when
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the ardently patriotic editors vented their wrath against other enemy nations,
especially England, where hatred of Germany merged with allegedly rampant
antisemitism,108 they remained rather reticent about American “misdeeds.” One
week before America’s entry into the war, the "MMHFNFJOF explained that “now,
that several American ships have been sunk, the United Sates regard this as a
case of war without a declaration of war.”109 An attack in an April 1917 issue
was aimed exclusively against President Wilson personally: an “imperialist”
and “autocrat” who disregarded the Constitution, Wilson forced his will upon
his reluctant nation.110 But hostile remarks about the American government
were easily outnumbered by positive news on the state of American Jewry—for
instance, that a Jewish woman was elected mayor in Florida,111 or notes on the
outpouring of American Jewish charity on behalf of their unfortunate brethren
abroad. The United States’s unwavering fairness and championship of the Jewish
cause not only contrasted with eastern European savagery; America could retain
the exemplary position it had always occupied in the "MMHFNFJOFeven during
its conﬂict with the 7BUFSMBOEbecause of the chance it gave American Jews to
excel as model citizens. German Jews, who, “with a strong feeling of happiness
and sparkling eyes rallied to the ﬂag at the moment of national uprising,”112
were rewarded for their own loyalty by such outrages as the +VEFO[ÊIMVOH, the
infamous Jewish census intended to prove that Jewish soldiers hid behind their
fellow gentile ﬁghters.113
The course of the war, both in Germany and in the United States, reinforced
the image of America as a puriﬁed Germany, the Germany that could have been
had it discarded its age-old prejudices during the Enlightenment. As such, it
helped German Jews to keep up their hope that Germany itself might one day
become more like America. It also helped a by-then small minority among
them to make up their mind and leave. A pronouncement, uttered casually and
as a matter of course in a book review in the very last year of the "MMHFNFJOF’s
publication, revealed the symbolic role the United States had assumed, still
unshaken after so many years and despite a report on Henry Ford in the same
issue: “Salvation comes from America.”114
4POKB-.FLFMJTBEPDUPSBMTUVEFOUBUUIF6OJWFSTJUZPG8JTDPOTJOo.BEJTPO)FS
EJTTFSUBUJPOBOBMZ[FTUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFO(FSNBOTBOE(FSNBO+FXTJO$IJDBHP
BOE.JMXBVLFFJOUIFOJOFUFFOUIDFOUVSZ
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